Abstract. Matrices of low rank can be uniquely determined from fewer linear measurements, or entries, than the total number of entries in the matrix. Moreover, there is a growing literature of computationally efficient algorithms which can recover a low rank matrix from such limited information, typically referred to as matrix completion. We introduce a particularly simple yet highly efficient alternating projection algorithm which uses an adaptive stepsize calculated to be exact for a restricted subspace. This method is proven to have near optimal order recovery guarantees from dense measurement masks, and is observed to have average case performance superior in some respects to other matrix completion algorithms for both dense measurement masks and from entry measurements. In particular, this proposed algorithm is able to recover matrices from extremely close to the minimum number of measurements necessary.
1. Introduction. Data with a known underlying low dimensional structure can often be acquired from fewer measurements than simple dimension counting would suggest. Moreover, there are cases where not only can the measurement process be independent of the data, giving a linear measurement process, but the data can also be recovered using computationally efficient algorithms. For example, in compressed sensing [7, 11, 16] , vectors of length n that have only k n non-zero entries can often be determined in polynomial time from less than n inner products, for details see [1, 3, 4, 8, 7, 10, 13, 14, 17, 18, 20, 37] and references therein. Similarly, m × n matrices with an inherent simplicity can be uniquely determined from p < mn inner products. A particularly trivial example is the simplicity model of matrices with few non-zero entries, which can be recast as standard compressed sensing by reforming the matrix as an mn length sparse vector. Another common notion of matrix simplicity is low rank.
An m by n matrix, X ∈ R m×n , has rank(X) = r if and only if X has a singular value decomposition (SVD) X = U ΣV * where U and V are matrices of size m × r and n × r respectively with orthonormal columns and Σ is a diagonal matrix with non-increasing and non-zero diagonal entries, σ i (X) := Σ(i, i). Throughout this manuscript we reserve the notation U, Σ, and V to denote the singular value decomposition of an associated matrix. There is currently a rapidly growing literature examining the acquisition of low rank matrices from what naively appears to be an insufficient amount of information. The manifold of m × n matrices of rank r is r(m + n − r) dimensional [43] , which specifies the minimum number of values needed to uniquely determine such matrices; this minimal r(m + n − r) number of values is referred to as the oracle rate. Unfortunately the oracle rate requires the ability to request entries of the singular values and vectors, which is impractical. Consider, instead, acquiring information about the low-rank matrix through p linear measurements of the form b := A(X) = trace(A * X) for = 1, 2, · · · , p (1.1)
where the p distinct m×n matrices A are the sensing matrices making up the operator A(·) that maps m × n matrices to vectors of length p. The sensing matrices A are typically normalized such that trace(A * A ) is exactly, or approximately, equal to one. Of particular interest is the case where the sensing matrices A have only one nonzero entry, which corresponds to directly measuring entries of X, often where the set of p measured entries in X are drawn uniformly at random from the mn p possible choices. When a subset of the matrix entries are directly measured, finding the unknown entries is typically referred to as "matrix completion", [9, 12, 25] . Recovering the desired matrix when the measurement strategy (1.1) involves dense matrices {A } p =1
lacks a widely agreed moniker; we will refer to recovery of a low rank matrix from both the entry sensing and dense sensing [38] , as matrix completion.
This manuscript considers the question of what is an efficient algorithm capable of recovering rank r matrices with r as large as possible given p, m, n and A(·) specified. It is obvious that X is recoverable from p = mn entry measurements, as this corresponds to directly measuring each entry in X. However, as few as r(m + n − r) measurements may be sufficient as this is the dimensionality of m × n rank r matrices. We compare p with the maximum number of measurements required, mn, and the minimum number of measurements, r(m + n − r), through undersampling and oversampling ratios, δ := p mn and ρ := r(m + n − r) p (1.2)
respectively. Remarkably there are computationally efficient algorithms, such as [36, 21, 24, 22, 43, 44, 40, 5, 6, 41, 15, 33, 25, 26, 30, 45, 32, 35, 9, 12, 38, 28, 27] , with the property that if m, n, and r grow proportionally, then the smallest number of measurements p for which it has been proven that algorithms recover any rank r matrix grows at most logarithmically in max(m, n) faster than the oracle rate r(m + n − r); this is referred to as near optimal order of recoverability. All of these algorithms are designed to return a low rank matrix that (possibly approximately) fits the measurements. Their efficacy is measured by both the computational speed of the algorithm, and by when they are able to return the same answer as the minimum rank problem min X rank(X) subject to A(X) = b.
Although there are matrices for which (1.3) is NP-hard [23] , there are computationally efficient algorithms which successfully solve (1.3) for many low rank matrices encountered in practice. These algorithms can generally be classified as either directly targeting the non-convex problem (1.3), or solving its convex-relaxation, referred to as nuclear norm minimization (NNM),
in hope that the solution of the convex-relaxation coincides with the solution of (1.3). In (1.4) the nuclear norm, X * , is the sum of the singular values of X, denoted σ i (X). The convex-relaxation can be recast as a semidefinite program (SDP) [38] and solved using any of the algorithms designed for SDPs. Algorithms have also been designed to solve (1.4) specifically for matrix completion; these methods are primarily based on iterative soft thresholding [5, 33] where the soft thesholding operator shrinks the singular values toward zero by a specified amount, here τ ,
Methods which directly approach the non-convex objective (1.3) are typically built upon iterative hard thresholding [21, 24] where the hard thresholding operator sets all but a specified number of singular values to zero
Note that for both soft and hard thresholding the singular values are modified, but the singular vectors are unperturbed. Both class of algorithms have been proven to be capable of recovering rank r matrices provided p ≥ Const. r(m + n − r) log α (max(m, n)) for some α ≥ 0. Restricted isometry constants can be used to establish bounds of this form, but are only applicable for Gaussian sensing and provide constants, Const., of proportionality that are severely pessimistic. Definition 1.1 (Restricted isometry constants (RICs), [38] ). Let A(·) be a linear map of m × n matrices to vectors of length p, R m×n → R p , as defined in (1.1). For every integer 1 ≤ r ≤ min(m, n), the restricted isometry constant, R r , of A(·) is defined as the smallest number such that
holds for all matrices X of rank at most r.
More quantitative, non RIC based, estimates have been established for the convexrelaxation (1.4) [39] . A notion of incoherence has also been employed to provide recovery guarantees [5] for entry sensing. Candès and Recht [9] have proven that with high probability, NNM (1.4) will recover the measured n × n rank r matrix provided p ≥ Const. rn 6/5 log(n); later Candès and Tao [12] sharpened this result to p ≥ Const. rn log(n). Unfortunately, the incoherence approach has not given rigorous guarantees for non-convex algorithms which are the focus of this manuscript, and for this reason we will not discuss coherence further in this manuscript.
The simplest hard thresholding algorithm for matrix completion is Iterative Hard Thresholding (IHT), also called Singular Value Projection [24] ,
where the stepsize µ j is selected as a fixed constant (such as µ j = 0.65 for all j), and the adjoint of the sensing operator, A * (·), is defined as
where the A are the sensing matrices in (1.1). It has been shown in [24] that if the sensing operator A(·) satisfies R 2r < 1/3 then IHT (1.8) with constant stepsize µ j = 1/(1 + R 2r ) is guaranteed to recover any rank r matrix; this stepsize is selected to make the RIC based recovery condition as lax as possible, and is not advocated for implementation as RICs are NP-hard to calculate [23] and hence are not available for the stepsize µ j . IHT has also been analysed considering a unit stepsize [21] . IHT for matrix completion is the direct extension of IHT for compressed sensing [2] where the X is a k sparse vector of length N and the sensing operator A(·) is an n × N matrix. It has been observed that IHT for compressed sensing performs dramatically better if the stepsize is selected to be optimal when the current iterate has the same support set as the sparsest solution [3] ; with this stepsize selection rule the method is referred to as Normalized IHT (NIHT). Here we present heuristics for the iteration dependent selection of the stepsize µ j in (1.8), motivated by NIHT for compressed sensing; we also refer to this best performing heuristic simply as NIHT, Algorithm 1, with its matrix completion context making clear its distinction from NIHT for compressed sensing [3] .
Algorithm 1 NIHT for Matrix Completion
Input: b = A(M ), A, r, and termination criteria Set X 0 = H r (A * (b)), j = 0, and U 0 as the top r left singular vectors of X 0 Repeat 1. Set the projection operator P
NIHT has optimal order recovery from dense sensing, proven in Section 2.2 using a standard RIC based proof reminiscent of [2, 3, 21, 24] .
, then NIHT will recovery (within arbitrary precision) any rank r matrix measured by A(·).
RIC based guarantees such as Theorem 1.2 are now common for matrix completion algorithms. Unfortunately such theorems lack quantitative precision sufficient to advise a practitioner as to which of the many matrix completion algorithms to use. Much more interestingly than Theorem 1.2, we observe that NIHT is extremely efficient in a series of empirical tests, see Figures 3.3 and 3.4 . For nearly all undersampling rates δ, NIHT is able to recover matrices of larger rank than can two of the state of the art matrix completion algorithms: NNM (1.4) and PowerFactorization (PF) [22] , Algorithm 2. In particular, for δ ∈ (0.1, 1), NIHT is observed to be able to recover matrices for nearly the largest achievable rank; that is, ρ near one. Note that guaranteed recovery for all rank r matrices is not possible for ρ > 1/2, but that algorithms can recovery most low rank matrices for ρ > 1/2 [19] .
Throughout this manuscript we will plot curves in the (δ, ρ) plane, below a curve the associated algorithm is observed to typically recover the sensed matrix, and above the curve the algorithm is observed to typically fail to recover the sensed matrix. We refer to these curves in the (δ, ρ) plane as phase transition curves [18] . For Gaussian sensing the phase transition for NIHT appears to oscillate with ρ between 0.85 and 0.95 independent of δ and for entry sensing to slowly vary from about ρ = 0.9 at δ = 0.1 to ρ = 1 at δ = 1, see Figure 2 .2. Note that ρ = 1 corresponds to achieving the oracle minimum sampling rate of p = r(m+n−r). Moreover, for ranks where IHT (with µ = 0.65), NNM, and PF are also able to recover the sensed matrices, NIHT is observed to be faster for entry sensing and typically faster for Gaussian sensing (1.1), see Figures 3.5 and 3.6.
The manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2 we derive and discuss the theory and practice of NIHT, contrasting the stepsize heuristic with constant stepsize IHT. In Section 3 we present detailed numerical comparisons of NIHT with NNM (1.4) and PF, Algorithm 2.
Normalized Iterative Hard Thresholding (NIHT).
Iterative algorithms for matrix completion are often designed by successively update a current estimate X j in order to decrease a measurement fidelity objective, such as,
. This is typically achieved by modifying X j along the objective's negative gradient
For example, basic gradient descent is given by
where the stepsize µ j is typically selected to ensure a decrease in the objective in each iteration. This approach can also be employed for constrained problems such as (1.3) by using alternate projection between a steepest descent update and a projection back onto the space of rank r matrices, for a more general discussion of alternating projection methods see [31] . IHT (1.8) is a particularly simple example of such an alternating projection method [21, 24] . Many, though not all, of the matrix completion algorithms are more involved variants of projected descent methods, such as: modifying the descent direction to ensure the update remains on the manifold of rank r matrices [43, 44, 40, 35] , using iterative soft thresholding (1.5) possibly with modified search directions to solve (1.4) or a variant thereof [21, 5, 6, 41, 33, 25, 26, 32] , and multi-stage variants [15, 30, 45] reminiscent of the compressed sensing algorithms CoSaMP [37] and Subspace Pursuit [14] . For a recent review and empirical comparison of many of these algorithms see [36] . The effectiveness of IHT is determined by the selection of the stepsize µ j . Selecting µ j too small causes the algorithm to be both slow and encourages convergence to local rather than the global minima, whereas selecting µ j too large can result in lack of convergence. This issue has been widely discussed in the field of non-linear optimization, including for the matrix completion algorithms discussed in [43, 44, 21, 40, 35] which draw from the non-linear optimization literature. Here we consider an alternative motivation drawn from compressed sensing. Large scale empirical testing [34] of a fixed stepsize for IHT in compressed sensing suggested µ j = 0.65, and we find this to also be an effective choice for a fixed stepsize for the matrix completion variant of IHT (1.8), see Figures 3.1 and 3.2. Even more effective than the constant stepsize µ j = 0.65 is the adaptive stepsize of Normalized IHT [3] .
Compressed sensing and sparse approximation algorithms seek to find a (possibly approximate) solution to an underdetermined system of equations b = Ax with fewer nonzeros than the number of rows in A. The prototypical sparse approximation algorithm is
where x 0 counts the number of non-zeros in x. As with (1.3), there are A for which solving (2.1) is NP-hard to solve [23] . The complication in solving (2.1) is the identification of the support set of the sparsest vector; once the support set is identified, it is easy to solve for the nonzero coefficients by solving the resulting overdetermined system of equations. IHT for compressed sensing is analogous to (1.8),
but with HT k (·) setting all but the k largest (in magnitude) entries of the vector to be zero and A * denotes the complex conjugate of A. NIHT for compressed sensing corresponds to selecting the µ j to be the optimal stepsize provided x j has identified the support set of the solution to (2.1); the stepsize is given by
where A Λ j is the restriction of A to the columns corresponding to the nonzeros in x j . NIHT for matrix completion, Algorithm 1, is similarly motivated.
When IHT is converging to the minimal rank solution, each of the singular vectors and values of the current estimate X j must also be converging to the singular vectors and values of the minimum rank solution. Proximity to the correct singular vectors motivates selecting the stepsize as if the singular vectors had been correctly identified and the update is being used to improve the singular values. Let the iterate X j be of rank r with the singular value decomposition X j = U j Σ j V * j , then we denote the projection onto the top r left and right singular vector spaces as
and
respectively. A search direction can be projected to the span of the singular vectors by applying (2.2) from the left and (2.3) from the right; for instance, the projected negative gradient descent direction is given by W uv j
Alternatively, a search direction can be projected to the span of just the left or right singular by applying only (2.2) from the left or (2.3) from the right respectively, with search directions given by W
Using any of these restricted search directions to update the current iterate X j results in the next iterate also being restricted to the same projected spaces, which would not allow the iterates to converge to the lowest rank solution unless the projected directions had been exactly correctly identified. The analogue in compressed sensing would be to only update the support set of the past iterate. Although the projected directions should not be used as the update direction, they provide useful information for selecting the stepsize.
The three above mentioned projected directions motivate the three stepsizes
and three associated variants of NIHT, each of which use the same unrestricted negative gradient search direction (1.8), but with three different stepsize heuristics (2.4), (2.5), and (2.6). We refer to the three variants of NIHT associated with these stepsizes as: NIHT when using (2.4), NIHT with row restriction when using (2.5), and NIHT with column and row restriction when using (2.6). NIHT is observed to have the best empirical performance, see Section 3, motivating its abridged name. NIHT is stated in greater detail in Algorithm 1. Following submission of this manuscript the authors were alerted to [28] which proposes an algorithm for matrix completion similar to NIHT in its use of linesearch stepsize based on projection to the subspace of the top singular vectors of its current iterate. Although NIHT has much in common with the Riemannian optimization methods of [43, 44] , NIHT lacks the safeguards and sophistication of such non-convex optimization algorithms. In particular, Algorithm 1 lacks a safeguard to ensure a decrease in b − A(X j ) 2 at each step. However, each of the stepsizes in (2.4) -(2.6) are bounded above and below for sensing operators A(·) with bounded RICs (1.7) and can be proven to converge when the sensing operator's RICs are sufficiently small, see Theorem 1.2. Note that a similar stepsize calculation lacking the projection to rank r matrices would result in possibly unbounded stepsizes.
2.1. NIHT empirical average case behavior. We observe NIHT, Algorithm 1, to typically be able to recover the same or larger rank than can IHT with a well chosen fixed stepsize (µ j = 0.65), and that NIHT converges faster than IHT. We evaluate NIHT's ability to recover m × n matrices with rank r from p measurements (1.1), from both entry measurements drawn uniformly at random and dense measurements where each of the p sensing matrices A are drawn i.i.d. Gaussian N (0, 1/ √ mn). Tests are conducted for measured m × n matrices of rank r drawn from two models: the Gaussian model [38] where the measured matrix is constructed as X 0 = CD with C and D are m × r and r × n matrices with entries drawn i.i.d. Gaussian N (0, 1), and the "equalized Gaussian model" where the measured matrix is constructed as X 0 = U I r V * with I r the r × r identity matrix and U and V are m × r and n × r matrices drawn uniformly at random from the Grassmannian manifold of matrices with orthonormal columns. The recovery properties of NIHT is observed to be the same for both of these models. We present results only for the Gaussian model.
Without loss of generality, we order m and n with m ≤ n, and define their ratio as
For each value of n tested, we conduct tests for m such that γ = 1/4, 1/2, 3/4 and 1. For each m, n pair we conduct tests with the number of measurements being p = mn(j/10) for j = 1, 2, . . . , 10, which corresponds to δ = j/10 for the same values of j. The reconstruction algorithms are substantially faster for entry measurements, as dense measurements has an additional requirement of pmn scalar multiplications for the application of A(·), which scales proportionally to n 4 in our testing environment. For this reason the tests for dense Gaussian sensing is conducted for n = 40 and n = 80, whereas the tests for entry sensing is conducted for n = 40, 80, 160, 200, 400, and 800. We consider an algorithm to have successfully recovered 1 the sensed rank r
1 Greater accuracy conditions were tested for a subset of problems. In each instance it was observed that recovery within arbitrary precision was possible once a matrix was identified to within 2 × 10 −3 relative error in the Frobenious norm. matrix X 0 if it returns a rank r matrix X output that is within 2 × 10 −3 of the sensed matrix in the relative Frobenious norm, X output − X 0 F ≤ 2 × 10 −3 X 0 F . For each triple m, n, p we select a value of r sufficiently small that the algorithm successfully recovers the sensed matrix in each of ten randomly drawn tests; we then increase the rank of the sensed matrices, conducting ten tests per rank, until the rank is sufficiently large that the algorithm fails to recover the sense matrix in each of ten randomly drawn tests. We refer to the largest value of r for which the algorithm succeeded in each of ten tests as r min and the smallest value of r for which the algorithm failed in each of the ten tests at r max . NIHT and IHT terminate if b − A(X j ) 2 / b 2 < 10 −5 or if the multiplicative average of the last fifteen linear convergence rates are greater than κ,
Unless otherwise stated we set κ = 0.999.
The values of r min and r max for NIHT, are displayed in Figure 2 .1 for Gaussian sensing with n = 80 (left panel) and entry sensing with n = 800 (right panel). The same data is displayed in Figure 2 .2, but with the vertical axis being the values of ρ calculated from (r min + r max )/2. The exact values of r min , r max and associated ρ min , and ρ max calculated from (1.2) for these, as well as smaller n, are listed in Tables 2.1  and 2 .2 for Gaussian sensing and entry sensing respectively.
The remarkable effectiveness of NIHT is evident in Figure 2 .2 through the approximate phase transition, calculated using (r min +r max )/2. Though the phase transition for Gaussian sensing displayed in Figure 2 .2 (left panel) appears erratic due to the small value of n = 80 and associated large changes in ρ for a rank one change, it is surprising that the phase transitions remain between 0.85 and 0.95 for each of γ = 1, 3/4, 1/2, and 1/4, as well as for each of δ = j/10 for j = 1, 2, . . . , 10. The phase transition occurring between 0.85 and 0.95 indicates that irrespective of the degree of undersampling, δ, NIHT is able to recover rank r matrices for the number of measurements being a small multiple of the minimum number; that is p = Const.·r(m+n−r) for Const. < 1.2. NIHT exhibits a similarly high phase transition for entry sensing in Figure 2 .2 (right panel). The entry sensing tests for the larger value of n = 800 greatly reduces the sensitivity of ρ to small changes in r, resulting in much smoother observed phase transitions. For γ = 1, 3/4, and 1/2 we observe phase transitions that slowly increasing from approximately ρ = 0.9 to one as δ increases from 0.2 to one. The smaller value of γ = 1/4 show substantially reduced phase transitions for entry sensing, but in Section 3 we will observe that even this lower phase transition compares favorably to other matrix completion algorithms. The data in Table 2 .1 for m = n and p = mn/10 suggest that the lower phase transition for δ = 1/10 may be an artifact of the small problem sizes. Similarly, we observe that increasing the problem size from n = 80 to 800 results in substantial increases in the phase transitions show in Figure 3 The convergence rate stopping criteria (2.8) plays an important role in achieving the observed high phase transitions; setting κ to the very slow 0.995 is observed to noticeably reduce the largest recoverable rank as compared to from the seemingly impractically slow κ = 0.999. to further iterate and decrease the error sufficiently for the relative error stopping criteria b − A(X j ) 2 / b 2 < 10 −5 to be active. This raise in the phase transition by increasing κ comes at the cost of the maximum number of iterations increasing from approximately 1500 to 6500, and the associated time to completion. Although this, nearly four-fold, increase in the time to completion may seem inadvisable, no other algorithm is observed to be able to recover low rank matrices for such large ranks. The other algorithms tested are unable to increase the recoverable rank by extending the stopping criteria, see for instance the right panel of Figure 2 .3 where Table 2 .1 For each listed m, n, p triple, NIHT with p Gaussian measurements is tested for ten randomly drawn m × n rank r matrices per rank and is observed to recover each of the ten measured matrices for all r ≤ r min and failed to recover each of the ten measured matrices per rank for r ≥ rmax. PowerFactorization is observed to have clear separation between problem instances where the algorithm converges to the sensed matrix and when it returns a low rank matrix that differs substantially from the measured matrix. For each listed m, n, p triple, NIHT with p entry measurements is tested for ten randomly drawn m × n rank r matrices per rank and is observed to recover each of the ten measured matrices for all r ≤ r min and failed to recover each of the ten measured matrices per rank for r ≥ rmax. [2, 3, 21, 24] , differing only in how the stepsize µ u j is bounded, and is equally valid for each of the three variants of NIHT using the stepsizes (2.4) -(2.5). The proof follows by first deriving an inequality where X j+1 − X 0 F is bounded by a factor multiplying X j − X 0 F , and then showing that this multiplicative factor is less than one when the theorem's condition that the sensing operator has RIC R 3r < 1/5 is satisfied. Let X 0 be the measured rank r matrix, with measurements b = A(X 0 ) and let
NIHT with Gaussian
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Proof of Theorem 1.2. This proof of Theorem 1.2 is similar to those in
be the intermediate update to X j in NIHT, as stated in Algorithm 1, before it is projected to the rank r update X j+1 . Echart-Young's Theorem, ensures that X j+1 is the rank r matrix nearest to W j in the Frobenious Norm,
F and bounding it from above using (2.9) gives
Cancelling ||W j − X 0 || 2 F in the above inequality gives the inequality
Let Q j ∈ R m×3r have orthonormal columns which span the space of all of the columns of X 0 , X j , and X j+1 , and let P 
Cancelling one power of ||X j+1 − X 0 || F from each side of the last inequality gives the desired bound on the error at step j + 1 as compared to the error at step j
and it only remains to bound the operator norm ||I − µ
is self adjoint and acts on the projected space of rank 3r matrices defined by P j Q ; as such, its spectrum satisfied the RIC bounds
Similarly, the inverse of the stepsize µ u j is the ratio of the operator A(·) acting on a rank r matrix in the space defined by P j U , giving the RIC based bounds
Combining the bounds on the spectrum of A * Q A Q in (2.12) and the stepsize in (2.13), we bound the spectrum of
The magnitude of the lower bound above is greater than that of the upper bound, giving the operator bound
which is strictly less than 1/2 due to the condition of the theorem R 3r < 1/5. Consequently, the bound (2.11) results in a strict linear decrease in the error X j − X 0 F at each iteration, proving the convergence of X j to X 0 .
Comparison with other algorithms.
Matrix completion is a rapidly evolving field with numerous algorithms introduced in the last few years [21, 24, 22, 43, 44, 40, 5, 6, 41, 15, 33, 25, 26, 30, 45, 32, 35, 9, 12, 38] . A recent review of matrix completion algorithms, including most of the afore mentioned, is presented in [36] along with extensive numerical comparisons. The focus of the numerical tests presented here is on quantifying the largest possible rank recoverable for an algorithm as a function of p/mn, and to explore if this phase transition is stable as the matrix size increases. This testing environment probes algorithms in the region where their convergence rates slow, causing the tests to have an unusually high computational burden. The tests presented in this manuscript required 4.67 CPU years 2 run on hex core Intel X5650 CPUs with 24 GB of RAM.
The empirical behavior of NIHT has been presented in Section 2.1. Here we contrast the performance of NIHT with: fixed stepsize IHT (µ j = 0.65), NNM using a semidefinite programming formulation [38] and the software package SDPT3 [42] , and PF [22] , Algorithm 2. These three algorithms are selected as representative examples
Algorithm 2 PowerFactorization (PF) for Matrix Completion
of hard thresholding algorithms, IHT, convex relaxations, NNM, and a quite distinct variant of optimization on the manifold of low rank matrices, PF. PF was selected due to both its simplicity and its remarkably high phase transition [22] . The primary focus of this comparison is to determine of the largest rank recoverable by an algorithm for a given m, n, p triple. Timings are included for completeness. Each algorithm is tested as described in the first paragraph of Section 2.1.
Comparison of IHT and NIHT.
We consider (1.8) with four stepsize choices, IHT with fixed stepsize µ j = 0.65 as well as three variants of NIHT with iteration adaptive stepsizes as stated in (2.4) -(2.6). The RIC based analysis of NIHT with stepsize (2.4) presented in Section 2.2 is equally valid for stepsizes (2.5) and (2.6). Unfortunately, this worst case analysis gives little indication of their average case effectiveness. Tests were conducted for matrices with aspect ratio m/n = 1, 3/4, 1/2, 1/4, and 1/8 for n = 40 and n = 80. The variant with stepsize (2.5) was able to recover matrices of the same rank as (2.4) when m/n = 1, 3/4, and 1/2, but was only able to recover substantially lower rank matrices for the more rectangular aspect ratios m/n = 1/4 and 1/8. The NIHT variant with stepsize (2.6) was able to only recover matrices of greatly reduced rank as compared to (2.4) and (2.5). For conciseness we limit ourselves to presenting only the results for the adaptive stepsize variant (2.4), which we refer to simply as NIHT and state in greater detail as Algorithm 1.
Figures 3.1 and 3.2 display the estimated phase transition with ρ calculated using the average of r min and r max as described in Section 2.1. Figure 3 .1 displays the phase transition with Gaussian sensing for NIHT with stopping criteria κ = 0.999 (black) and 0.995 (blue) as well as IHT with fixed stepsize µ j = 0.65 (red) with κ = 0.999. Increasing κ is observed to substantially increase the recoverable rank. For the same stopping criteria, NIHT is observed to recover rank r matrices for r at least as high as IHT. The average timings for the associated tests with κ = 0.999 and m = n = 40 are displayed in Figure 3 .5 Panels (b) and (d) for NIHT and IHT respectively, and the ratio of their average timings is displayed in Figure 3 .6 Panel (b). NIHT is observed to be faster than IHT except for the region of large δ and ρ where IHT is beginning to fail to recover the solution to (1.3) but NIHT remains able to recover the solution to (1.3). Figure 3 .2 displays the phase transition for entry sensing (1.1) and NIHT with n = 800 (blue) and n = 80 (black) as well as IHT with stepsize µ j = 0.65 and n = 80 (red). NIHT and IHT are observed to be able to recover rank r matrices for nearly the same rank with n = 80. Increasing the matrix size from n = 80 to n = 800 results in a dramatic increase in the phase transitions, with each curve surprisingly close to the maximum achievable ρ = 1. All entry sensing tests use stopping criteria κ = 0.999. The average timings for the associated tests with n = m = 80 are displayed in Figure  3 .5 Panels (a) and (c) for NIHT and IHT respectively, and the ratio of their average timings is displayed in Figure 3 .6 Panel (a). NIHT is observed to always be faster than IHT, typically taking just under half the time.
Comparison of NIHT with Nuclear Norm Minimization and Power
Factorization. Nuclear norm minimization (NNM), (1.4) , is the convex relaxation of the rank minimization question (1.3), and is the most studied approach for matrix completion [9, 12, 38] . In particular, it is the only matrix completion formulation with a quantitatively accurate analysis [39] of the ability to recover the solution to (1.3) . Having a formulation in terms of the well studied semidefinite programming, there are many existing algorithms and software packages that can be used to solve (1.4); moreover, numerous algorithms have been designed to solve NNM specifically for matrix completion, [5, 6, 41, 33] to name a few. These matrix completion focused methods for the solution of (1.4) are designed to more accurately and/or more rapidly return the solution, but remain designed to give the solution to (1.4) and do not increase the range of the parameters δ and ρ where the solution to (1.4) corresponds to that of (1.3). With our focus of determining the largest recoverable rank for an algorithm, we use the well established software package SDPT3 [42] , but are aware that specialized software is likely able to solve (1.4) in substantially less time. In addition to contrasting NIHT with NNM, we also compare NIHT with the very different manifold optimization method PowerFactorization (PF) [22] , see Algorithm 2.
PF seeks to directly solve the minimum rank problem (1.3) and is a particularly simple example of a class of methods [26, 45, 35] which are designed to remain on the manifold of rank r matrices throughout each iteration. Despite its simplicity, PF is capable of recovering matrices of surprisingly large rank. In contrast, NIHT updates the solution with directions that result in intermediate updates which are not on the manifold of rank r matrices; the algorithms presented in [43, 44, 28, 27, 40] are similar to NIHT in their use of (possibly restricted) descent directions of the measurement residual followed by projection onto the manifold of rank r matrices. Figure 3 .3 displays the phase transition for Gaussian sensing and NIHT (black), PF (red), and NNM (blue). NIHT and PF use the stopping criteria κ = 0.999, and SDPT3 uses a tolerance based stopping criteria to solve NNM. In every instance PF is observed to be able to recover matrices of larger rank than can NNM. NIHT is observed to be able to recover even larger rank for all but the largest values of δ. The average timings for NNM and PF with m = n = 40 are displayed in Figure 3 .5 Panels (f) and (h) respectively, and the ratio of their average timings as compared with NIHT is displayed in Figure 3 .6 Panels (d) and (f) for NNM and PF respectively. NIHT is observed to be faster than NNM for all but δ and ρ simultaneously large, where NIHT is observed to be extremely slow. NIHT is observed to always be slower than PF for Gaussian sensing, typically by three to seven times as slow. Figure 3 .4 displays the phase transition for entry sensing and NIHT (black), PF (red), and NNM (blue). Again, NIHT and PF use the stopping criteria κ = 0.999, and SDPT3 uses a tolerance based stopping criteria. Memory requirements limit the size of problems that NNM and PF are able to solve to n = 80. In every instance NIHT is observed to be able to recover matrices of a larger rank than can PF, which is able to recover matrices of larger rank than can NNM. The average timings for NNM and PF for m = n = 80 are displayed in Figure 3 .5 Panels (e) and (g) respectively, and the ratio of their average timings as compared with NIHT is displayed in Figure  3 .6 Panels (c) and (e) for NNM and PF respectively. NIHT is observed to be faster than both NNM and PF, often more than ten times as fast; however, it should be noted that algorithms designed to solve (1.4) specifically for matrix completion can be expected to be substantially faster than that of SDPT3 and the use of iterative numerical linear algebra algorithms can be expected to accelerate PF.
Conclusions.
Matrix completion is a seemingly very challenging problem, including an infinite dimensional component lacking in compressed sensing. Despite this, even quite simple algorithms have the ability to recover a low rank matrix from only slightly more than the necessary number of linear measurements. NIHT is observed to be particularly effective; for the same number of measurements NIHT is typically able to recover matrices of rank higher than can NNM or PF. NIHT's ability to recover the largest rank matrices comes at the cost of allowing the method to converge at an extremely slow rate for the largest rank matrices. Neither PF or NNM appear able to extend their recovery region in this way, though this may be possible for other algorithms related to NIHT, including [43, 44] . The ability to increase the recovery region at the cost of slow convergence rates suggest the need for accelerated variants of NIHT. 
